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Not everything 
that counts 
can be measured,
not everything 
that can be measured 
counts!

Albert Einstein

WELCOME TO ZAHLENWERK

Many people feel inhibited by using business numbers and fi nancial 
terms. This is partly because these terms are not defi ned consistently such 
as the structure of the fi nancial statements, internal accounting terms and 
too many abbreviations exist (P&L, EBITDA, ROCE). The result is a lack of 
confi dence in dealing with business tasks.
 
Economic expertise is a prerequisite for economic activity for all those 
who have to juggle with corporate fi gures. We support you in creating 
and sharpening this understanding. 
 
ZAHLENWERK GmbH is a network of experts with many years of 
international experience and detailed knowledge of various industries.
 
We invite you to learn more about us on the following pages.
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Learning and enjoyment 
are the secret to a fulfi lled 
life.

Learning without enjoyment 
wears you down.

Enjoyment without learning 
dulls you.

Richard David Precht

OUR SERVICES AT A GLANCE 

 TRAINING
Your employees are actively and individually supervised at every 
stage of the learning process. With ZAHLENWERK you will learn 
interactively and sustainable with practical orientation.

 BUSINESS GAMES
Our main tool for the education and training are business games 
tailored to your company, because it benefi ts active learning ideally.

 COACHING
We give helpful feedback and point out new approaches of action 
and alternatives in dealing with business issues.

 CONSULTING
Our experienced professionals can advise you on almost every topic 
concerning the fi gures of your company.

Transparency in figures is no rocket science.
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TRAINING

Number rules the universe.

Pythagoras
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TRAINING

Learning is like 
rowing upstream; 
not to advance 
is to drop back. 

Laotse
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 ZAHLENWERK offers different corporate training concepts that are 
specifi cally designed to fi t both the business needs as well as the 
knowledge of participants.

 Our topics include but are not limited to business principles, basics of 
economics, controlling, cost accounting / costing, fi nancial statement 
analysis, international accounting, planning, reporting and project 
management.

 ZAHLENWERK trainings are vivid and interactive. We communicate 
complex topics in a way that is practice-oriented and easy to grasp.

 The use of our customized business games is an important tool. They 
support the mediation of complex issues and ensure a sustainable 
learning success.

 As needed, we may hold a training for you on-site or in a conference 
center as an in-house event. If desired, you can also book a training 
session as an open-for-all event at the IHK Akademie München / 
Westerham: www.akademie.ihk-muenchen.de

More 
motivation,

less 
frustration

Better 
understanding 

of business 
correlations

More 
effi ciency &
effectiveness

Confi dence 
in dealing 

with numbers



TRAINING – EXAMPLE BMW GROUP

A special BMW-business 
game is in play since 
July 2008 under the title 
»Hands-on Economics – 
Business Live« in addition 
to a series of trainings.

On behalf of the BMW 
Group we have trained 
more than 1,000 emplo-
yees of various
divisions and hierarchies 
since 2001.
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TRAINING – EXAMPLE FLUGHAFEN MÜNCHEN GMBH (AIRPORT MUNICH)

For executives and emplo-
yees of the Munich air-
port, Flughafen München 
GmbH, ZAHLENWERK 
developed a series of 
trainings on the topics of 
business management and 
international accounting.

7TRAINING – EXAMPLE FLUGHAFEN MÜNCHEN GMBH 



BUSINESS GAMES – ACTION LEARNING!

Playing is an activity
you cannot take 
seriously enough.

Jacques-Yves Cousteau
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BUSINESS GAMES 
– THE PURE JOY 
OF LEARNING!

… interactive
… easy to grasp

… hands-on



BUSINESS GAMES – BECAUSE EVERY COMPANY IS DIFFERENT! 

Customized Education 
– the focus is always on 
the client with his specifi c 
learning needs and gene-
ral set-up.
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 Playing business games involves working on real problems, focusing 
on learning and actually implementing solutions. This so called 
»Action Learning« provides a well-tried method of accelerating lear-
ning which enables people to handle diffi cult or unknown situations 
more effectively.

 ZAHLENWERK provides its’ clients with a choice of either standard 
simulations on various business topics or customized business games 
as a platform for knowledge transfer. Our portfolio includes over 
20 business games with varying industry-related focal points.

 Because every company is different! With custom-made business 
games, we base the starting scenario of the simulation accurately on 
the actual situation of your business. We take into account your indus-
try and corporate structures, as well as your terms, ratios and control 
logic. If requested, we will even work in »real« number relations. That 
way participants can empathise better with the economic environment 
of their own company.

 Our business games are not EDP-assisted / computerised, but made 
to touch (board games) – in order to grasp the processes involved 
easier.

CUSTOMIZED
EDUCATION



PROJECT SCHEDULE

TIMETABLE

10 PROJECT PROGRESSION OF A BUSINESS GAME DEVELOPMENT 

Customized Education 
means for us,

- that the specifi c condi-
tions and requirements 
(such as learning objec-
tives) of our clients are 
always the centre of our 
attention.

- to supervise our clients 
with the greatest possible 
fl exibility and atmost de-
dication – from the early 
stages of development 
and the elaboration of the 
concept to planning and 
fi nally the realisation of 
the trainings.

1
Conceptual 

design of the 

Management 

Game incl. Kick-

Off & meeting

2
1st draft:

initial design

initial numerical 

proportions

initial layout

3
Preparing 

questionary & 

discussion with 

the project team

> Approval 

of concept & 

framework

4
Finalizing the 

game design 

incl. equipment, 

gameboard & 

event cards

5
TEST RUN

meeting

July 09 August September October November December

6
Final 

approval & 

production 

of the game 

sets

meeting meeting training meetingkick-off

present
status

training/
learning
sessions

A) Approval of concept & framework and B) Defi nition of
- the overall story line
- events, scenarios, best practise and/or »actions & improvements«



CUSTOMIZED BUSINESS GAMES – EXAMPLE THE LINDE GROUP 

Client-specifi c business 
game with a focus on the 
theme of »requirements / 
demand management«.

Until today, we have trai-
ned more than 500 em-
ployees from 54 countries 
of The Linde Group, 200 
of which were executive 
personnel, in German and 
English. Meanwhile, four 
different business games 
are used.
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CUSTOMIZED BUSINESS GAMES – EXAMPLE BMW GROUP12

Customized business game 
with a focus on the compa-
ny-specifi c control logic (re-
turn on capital employed) 
in the automotive segment. 

This business simulation 
illustrates the relationship 
between project success 
and success for the period.

THE JOY OF LEARNING



Balance Sheet, 
P & L and manage-
ment control

Cost accounting & 
management

Balance Sheet, 

EXTERNALACCOUNTING

Cost accounting & 

INTERNAL

ACCOUNTING

BUSINESS GAMES

Our standard business 
simulations address key 
business processes and 
issues.

Participants learn in a 
playful way about the 
»hard facts« (balance 
sheet, P & L, cash fl ow, 
ratios, cost management, 
pricing) and how to work 
goal- and team-oriented.
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English version 
available 
upon request



CUSTOMIZED BUSINESS GAMES – EXAMPLE ÖPNV

The business game was 
tailored to the local public 
(passenger) transport and 
is implemened at various 
regional ÖPNV public 
transport companies. 

It is provided by the edu-
cational institute BIZEV in 
Bremen (www.bizev.de).

The industry solution is 
currently used in several 
German cities, and also 
internationally. 

14 CUSTOMIZED
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You can‘t 
You can‘t 
You can‘t 

know everything, 

know everything, 

know everything, 

you only have to 

you only have to 

you only have to 

know where to 

know where to 

know where to 

find it.find it.find it.

Z A H L E N W E R K Z A H L E N W E R K Z A H L E N W E R K Z A H L E N W E R K Z A H L E N W E R K Z A H L E N W E R K 
G L O S S A RYG L O S S A RYG L O S S A RY

DDD

ABSCHREIBUNG [AFA]ABSCHREIBUNG [AFA]ABSCHREIBUNG [AFA]
(ABSETZUNG FÜR (ABSETZUNG FÜR (ABSETZUNG FÜR 
ABNUTZUNG)ABNUTZUNG)ABNUTZUNG)

ANLAGEVERMÖGEN [AV]ANLAGEVERMÖGEN [AV]ANLAGEVERMÖGEN [AV]

AUFWANDAUFWANDAUFWAND

AUSSENSTÄNDE | AUSSENSTÄNDE | AUSSENSTÄNDE | 
FORDERUNGEN | DEBI-FORDERUNGEN | DEBI-FORDERUNGEN | DEBI-
TOREN | FORDERUNGEN TOREN | FORDERUNGEN TOREN | FORDERUNGEN 
AUS LIEFERUNGEN UND AUS LIEFERUNGEN UND AUS LIEFERUNGEN UND 
LEISTUNGEN [FLL]LEISTUNGEN [FLL]LEISTUNGEN [FLL]

DEBITORENLAUFZEITDEBITORENLAUFZEITDEBITORENLAUFZEIT
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By integrating client-speci-
fi c elements, the individual 
corporate situation can be 
re-enacted realistically.       

CUSTOMIZED COMPONENTS 

English version 
available 
upon request

DEBITORENLAUFZEITDEBITORENLAUFZEITDEBITORENLAUFZEIT A 
Discussion card Y2/Q1 

External parameters 

Please discuss the influence of 
external parameters such as 

macroeconomics, global economic 
climate  and market conditions to 

your business. 



COACHING

I not only use all 
the brains that I have, 
but all that I can borrow.

Thomas Woodrow Wilson
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COACHING

If you do, 
what you always did,
you will get, 
what you always got!

Abraham Lincoln 
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 Coaching for ZAHLENWERK is an interactive guide for individuals, 
teams and companies in their various issues, processes and needs. 
Together we identify problems and develop solutions.

 We accompany executives and decision makers in their develop-
ment, thereby individually catering for their needs and assisting them 
with advice and practical help.

 The foundation for this is mutual acceptance and trust as well as full 
discretion.

 We are your partner who supports you from an external perspective, 
provides you with ideas, action approaches and alternatives.

 After the joint development of solutions the last step and fi nal 
decision to achieve these goals lies with you. 



CONSULTING

An investment in 
knowledge always pays 
the best interest.

Benjamin Franklin
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Transparency

 in figures 

is no rocket 

science.



CONSULTING – TYPICAL EXAMPLES

»Reliable« fi gures are a 
prerequisite for economic 
activity and form the basis 
for good business decisi-
ons.
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 In any company, regardless of it’s size, many numbers are produced 
on a daily basis, but few are actually signifi cant and comprehensib-
le to all.

 We are specialists for the numbers of a company and serve you as a 
reliable partner with words and deeds.

 Our goal is to satisfy the demands of our clients in all aspects of 
your numbers.

 Setup and introduction of

 - controlling and management systems
 - cost accounting systems
 - reporting systems

 Supervision during the changeover to IAS / IFRS

 Implementation of fi nancial analysis and annual account analysis

 Introduction of tools in support of business planning, e.g. Professional 
Planner™ (integrated software solution)



CONSULTING – EXAMPLE IT SERVICES PROVIDER

Introduction of a compre-
hensive control system 
by integrating individual 
modules.

The goal was to optimise 
coordination of external 
and internal accounting 
(to avoid coordination and 
communication problems) 
and the introduction of a 
planning and reporting 
system.
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OVERVIEW OF TYPICAL IDEAL APPROACH

»CS PROJECT«

Flanking Coaching/Training

Phase 1

Defi nition 
of the initial 
situation 
and working 
hypotheses

Phase 2

Analysis 
of current 
situation and 
development 
of preliminary 
design

Phase 3

Develop de-
tailed design 
and develop-
ment of an 
implementati-
on plan

Phase 4

Roll-Out
»PCS«

Phase 5

Ongoing 
support and 
optimization / 
improvement

Workshop Workshop

CW 5 CW 7 CW 10 CW 15 CW 18-19

PRESENT DAY



CONSULTING – EXAMPLES LINDE ENGINEERING & FLUGHAFEN NÜRNBERG GMBH 

Introduction of an integra-
ted business planning 
(multi-year plan) and estab-
lishment of a company-
specifi c structure. Profi t 
planning and liquidity 
planning are linked. 

The reporting has been 
adapted to the structure 
and content of planning.

Special feature of LINDE 
ENGINEERING: considera-
tion of the percentage 
of completion method (PoC 
accounting).
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Example: Business Planning Tool – 
Professional Planner
Values and numbers have been changed.

English version 
available 
upon request



CONSULTING – EXAMPLE MID-SIZED MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Example for the develop-
ment of a management 
and supervisory board 
reporting

Graphical representation 
of the development of 
individual cost groups and 
gross margins for business 
analysis for benchmark 
purposes or bank inter-
views.
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Values and numbers have been changed.



TOOLS – EXAMPLE POCKET GUIDE AND KEY FIGURES COMPASS 23

Our tools, e.g. Pocket gui-
de or key fi gures compass, 
accompany the partici-
pants during their trainings 
and serve as a useful 
reference work.

We create these tools in 
close collaboration with 
our clients. They summarise 
the main contents of the 
training concisely.

WE TALKNUMBERS.



AN INTERPLAY OF OUR SERVICES 24

Our claim at ZAHLEN-
WERK is to address the 
specifi cs of the company 
and the individual re-
quirements and levels of 
knowledge of the attending 
people. While our four 
core competencies work 
as »stand alone« solutions, 
our experience shows that 
combinations of our ser-
vices are often useful and 
effi cient.

COACHING

BUSINESS GAME

TRAINING

CONSULTING

TOPIC-RELATED
WORKSHOPS

The

 combination

works best



»The ZAHLENWERK-trainers are excellent at displaying 
complex relationships in relation to their target groups 
and responding individually to the participants. The 
performance of the trainers has maintained its’ high 
standard over the long period of our cooperation. Your 
trainings show that learning really can be fun! «

Alexander Hömer, Head of Munich Airport Academy, 
Flughafen München GmbH

»Your training was the best we‘ve ever had. They (the 
trainers) mentored the employees and always motivated 
them to commit themselves. That impressed me most.«

Harald Reissner, Director Sales Clarins, Clarins GmbH

»The training expenses for know-how in business 
management are well invested – the staff are motivated 
and learn to think and act entrepreneurially. This creates 
value and affects the company‘s success.«

Sonja Häusser, HR Manager, Linde AG
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»The practical experience and structured form of 
teaching has been a mark of the ZAHLENWERK trainers 
for many years. They are very good at responding to in-
dividual questions and wishes of the participants. This is 
exceptionally important for us, because our participants 
come from different companies with varying background 
knowledge and interests.«

Thomas Kölbl, Head of Business Administration, 
IHK-Akademy München-Westerham

»The game helped me get to know the reality of business 
better. Thanks to the structure of the game board and the 
events in the game, I can now understand better what is 
most important in the job and it will be easier for me to 
understand decisions made by our management.«

Martin Mecklenbrauck, DSW21 (Stadtwerke Dortmund)

We are grateful to our clients for contributing documents 
and giving their consent to use them.

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY ABOUT US
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